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“Frabopress Securfrabo: adapted for every situation”: the new video
is on line!
Proud of being Italian, Frabo always wants to distinguish itself with really original and emotional
videos.
It is a bit “particular” chameleon, in fact, the main character of its latest video, which is about the
presentation of the innovative and exclusive Frabopress Securfrabo press fitting system. The
chameleon has a distinctive characteristic: he can adapt in every occasion just as Frabopress
Securfrabo press fittings can do. They can be used both for water and gas installations
indistinctly. One fitting for the best reliability thanks to Frabo patented system, with the specific
O-Ring that shows the water leakage when the fitting has not been pressed.

Watch the video!

2-meter externally galvanized
carbon steel pipes available
now!
FRABO adds 2-meter externally galvanized
carbon steel pipes of the FRABOPRESS CSTEEL SECURFRABO (ACTBFZ) series to
its offer of 6-meter and 3-meter pipes. All the
pipes are compliant with EN10305...

Find more!

MyFRABO: new features 2017
MyFRABO, the reserved area of our website
www.frabo.com has been enriched with
some new features:
Add products to order is faster thanks
to the previous selection kept in the
form
Orders tracking (only shipments with
TNT)
Display the progress of the
management of the rows of the orders

Login to MyFRABO

Differences between black,
yellow and green o-ring
Check out the differences between black,
yellow and green o-ring in this interesting
comparison.
The black O-Ring in EPDM is ideal for
sanitary water, drinking water, fire prevention
and heating applications...

Find more!
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